
Damon and Dina Gasaway are

second generation owners of

Winn Machine.

T
he programs come in many forms, utilizing a variety of names. No matter the

semantics, the purpose is similar – combine high school classroom teaching with

real-life, on-the-job working experiences.

In a business world that is far from one-size-fits-all, companies embrace the

effort in an assortment of ways. No doubt that a number of business organizations

go beyond the expected in carrying out their role in the program.

In Michigan City, it’s called Interdisciplinary Cooperative Education (I.C.E.). The primary

industry champion is Winn Machine, a small machine shop that is as big as they come in the

eyes of the program coordinator and the students who realize a variety of benefits.

“Winn is the exemplary I.C.E. employer,” praises Megan Schroeder. “In no other place have

I placed seven employees and had three of them stay on with the company.”

That’s three employees out of a total of 15 for the husband and wife team of Damon and

Dina Gasaway. Dina’s mother and stepfather started the business in 1979 as a welding repair

shop. Damon came aboard in 1987, and the Gasaways became owners about 10 years later.

“They kept hiring people who knew more than they did,” Dina says of her family’s early

operations. “Damon talked them into getting into computerized lathes, and we’ve grown

from there.”

Although both spent their early days sweeping floors, packing parts,

making deliveries and doing any number of odd jobs, Damon knew what he

wanted from day one.

“My son asked me when did I first want do this, and I said when I walked

on the floor the first day,” he recalls. “There were only five guys working here

at the time and one of them was the foreman. I knew from day one what I wanted

and that was to run the place.”

Prior to the “love at first sight,” Damon had intended to go to technical

school to prepare for a career. It was an effort to save money that brought him

to the job at Winn. 

“The production side I really like. I’m a competitive person, and I saw I

was able to do it,” Damon explains. “I’m a lot more confident hiring the kids

out of school since I did it.”

Setting high standards
What do the Gasaways do that qualifies for the “exemplary” tag? In addition

to exposing the students to a range of work duties, it’s welcoming them into
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the “family.” Caring about them off the shop floor as

well as on. Making sure they keep their grades up.

Giving them time off to go home and study when

finals are coming up.

“We’d love to keep them here, but we know this

isn’t for everyone,” Dina explains. “They’re so unsure

of themselves at first, but they do end up finding

their own niche. We’ve ended up with a lot younger

group here, and the people we have like to teach.”

Damon echoes those thoughts, calling it a win-win

for the current employees and the student newcomers.

“It helps the guys in the shop keep in the loop

with the younger guys and everybody likes to help

someone else,” he adds. “We give the students an

overview of what we do. They spend a few days with the

quality control person, and we put them in every area.”

Running a business, particularly a small one with

all the internal and external pressures, is difficult. Why

make the extra effort it takes to welcome, teach, train,

discipline and mentor a young person who may or

may not be a part of your company’s future?

“We live in this community. If we can make it a

better place, it helps all of us,” Dina offers.

School/work combination
Schroeder details the goals of the I.C.E. program. 

“My job is to take a group of kids, assess their career goals and match them with meaningful

employment in the community. They get credit as well as a paycheck,” she reports. “They take a

class with me at the high school on learning the work ethic that goes along with the attitude and

approach you have to have in the workplace.”

The students typically take classes at the A.K. Smith Area Career Center before entering the

program as juniors or seniors. Schroeder started this school year with 50 students. She has

approximately 250 employer contacts in the county in the attempt to place the students, and

sometimes receives calls from companies when they have openings that will fit the program.

Although none of the principals involved recalls who made the first contact between Winn and

I.C.E., it’s now a process repeated on a near annual basis.

Of the first two student employees, one runs his own landscaping business, while the second

realized his dream of becoming a firefighter in a nearby community. The ties with Winn remain,

however, with the firefighter returning to the shop on a part-time basis.

Another Winn “alumni” story takes on

a more personal note.

Schroeder says the student “was unsure

of himself, his decision making was poor.

Damon stepped in and counseled him. He

responded to that. He blossomed, became

more mature and self-confident.”

A current employee works around his

Purdue-North Central schedule, often toiling

in the shop in the morning and the classroom

in the afternoon. At least partially due to the

work experience, Dina says he has changed

his major to engineering.

Becoming a leader
Anthony Schofield is one of three former

student employees who have found a career.
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Jacob Gasaway, among the long

line of students/employees,

receives some guidance from

Damon.

Anthony Schofield, who had anticipated

a short stay at Winn, is now a “veteran”

helping new student workers.



Technology advancements have

allowed Winn Machine to do

three times the work with about

the same number of machines.
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A 2001 high school graduate, Anthony planned to be

at Winn a short time before entering auto body school.

“I saw I could actually learn a trade. It wasn’t just

a job,” he remembers. “I liked working with the

machines, and it was pretty easy to pick things up.

And there were more younger people working here.”

On-the-job learning helps Schofield and others.

He went on to take classes the last two years to assist

in his advancement. Now a veteran at age 20, he finds

himself on the other end of the teacher-student

relationship. He terms it a fun experience.

“Anthony still has it fresh in his mind how it was

when he started here,” according to Damon.

“Sometimes he’ll tell us we have to take a little longer

with certain things. Anthony is competitive and that

helps him. He’s aggressive about wanting to learn.”

And, in the necessary small business mentality,

willing to do whatever it takes. A recent 6 a.m.

Saturday cell phone call from a customer brought

word of needed parts by Monday morning. Damon

took care of some of the work that day, with Anthony

volunteering to finish the job on Sunday.

Widespread assistance
The educational assistance doesn’t stop with the

students. Winn Machine has hosted mathematics

teachers’ field trips. Damon says he has been pleasantly

surprised at how open the teachers are to learning.

But Schroeder asserts that the excitement level is

even higher for the classroom participants.

“They get the practical applications of math that they

can take back to their students. The math teachers

really learned a lot,” she comments. “They take parts back to class with them. They get excited

about what they can do.”

Damon and Dina have recently assisted, at no cost, a pair of entrepreneurs – people who come

in off the street trying to turn their ideas into viable products. The end result could be new businesses

and more jobs in the community.

The Gasaways also do their share of volunteering in the community and sponsoring youth

teams and activities. Damon says he probably should have been at work some of the time he has

spent coaching. In the past, he even volunteered as a substitute physical education teacher when

the neighborhood school found itself shorthanded.

“When you work with kids when they’re young, you hope to make a difference,” Damon

makes clear. “When the students come in here to work, we encourage them. I’m not sure all the

time they know what their options are. We’ve had some of our students go on to college.”

Dina is on the scholastic path herself, currently taking nursing classes. Don’t look for her,

however, to depart Winn Machine.

“I like to learn. It’s my hobby,” she self-analyzes. “I’ll do the nursing part-time. I can make

sure the guys here are all healthier.”

Not to mention the students/employees, who are learning a little about work and a lot about life.

I N F O R M A T I O N  L I N K

Resources: Winn Machine at (219) 879-6670 or www.winnmachine.com

Megan Schroeder, vocational I.C.E. coordinator, at (219) 873-2120


